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High energy part (ma1r part, 09’ F!‘.., loo-,$!-I!! Mel’! 

of M~~;~~ ,nez~n factory lirac consists of 27 accele- 
rator modules and the matching one, The accelerating 
nodu!e is oscillator system conslsting of four DAW 
structtire tanks connected with resonance bridge coup- 
lers. Each module IS Powered by it's klystron ampli- 
f1er, RW-power IS delavered from klystron unit through 
daveguIde system tc: a central bridge coupler Ill. The 
main part accelerator structure tuning was hegar in 
1980 and had heen completed bv the end of 1989. At the 
moment adjusting of 9?1-MHz RF-power supply system is 
finashed and high RF-power testing of the system and 
the modules 1s produced. This report presents the re- 
sults of the accelerator tuning, the waveguide system 
tuning and RF-testing and the results of RF-training 
of 7 modules. 

1. Sesults of accelerator system tuning. 
The method and the results of DAW structure tank tu- 

"in? are given In detail in I2,3,4,51. The tuning pro- 
cedure includes: 
!) operatlng frequency setting to the design value 991 
MY: at the temperature ?5"C watt accllracy i 0.03 MHz 
cthrc tc:erance II uete-alned by ac::onatlcal frequency 
reoulatlon systemi; 2) making the tank field averages 
amplitudes agree to better than ?",.5Y.; 
31 stablil:ing the field dratrlbutlon against the tan!. 
freQU!?“ty perturbations; 
8.1 setting c; the s.tandlng value wave ratio (VSWR! in 
the inp:lt drive line rear the bridge cutipler iris less 
than 1.:. 

The ondule ttinlng was performed by change of elect- 
rical lengths and symmetry of the bridge couplers using 
~geclal bellows and plurgers [5,7,81. 

0fter tuning the mean value of the module 
frequencies as equal to 7 = 990.788 MHz. The maximal 
difference between the nelghbnuring tanks field avera- 
ges 1s less than 0.5X. The qliality of statlllzation S 
1s deflne3 as a change o f the rms difference between 
the tank field averages, arIsing when the temperature 
of one of the end tank (first or fourth) differs from 
the temperature ot the others. The tolerable value of 
S 1s determined by the beam dinaaic requirements and 
the expectlng frequency errors due to nonuniform module 
heating at a hagh power operation. It 15 supposed to 
be of C.05 - O.lZi°C. Before modllle stabilization the 
real values of S were equal to 0.4 - - 0.5 X1-C and af- 
ter stabilization they are equal to 0.013 - 0.05 %/"C. 

The vollimes of the tanks and bridge couplers 
Increase from the beginnIng to the end of the 
accelerator while the sizes of coupling slots between 
:+'f tanks and the couplers are all the same. So, the 
coupiing decreases, but we had no practacal difficul- 
ties with the module stabllizatlon connected myth this 
decreasing. Flg.1 shotis the main frequency spectra of 
the modules N-2 and N-27. Fig.2 shows the coupllnq 
coefficients Value against the module number. 

The quality factor of the modules is determined 
Prectlcall~~ only by the tanks at the opretating fre- 
quency and 1s equal to Q = 117-29!.103, The iris an 
the driven bridge co!ipler is used for matching between 
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Fig.?. The coupling coefficient between the tanks 
and t+e br:dges agaanst the podule number. 

the drive line and the module. The cnupl~ng hole 
should be cut to give a VSWR = 1 with nominal beam 
loadxng. The VSWR without beam 1s varied along the 

accelerator from !.25 to 1.52 to match the local shunt 
impedance, The VSWR setted during tuning procedure 
differ from the calculated ones less than 8%. Such 
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value of VSWR permits to produce the high power 
training and to operate with negligible beam loading 
without replacement of the iris. 

Sometines during high power training of the modules 
the bad vacuum joints and electircal contacts cause the 
RF breakdowns and force to reinstall bridge coupler 
assemblies to repalr these defects. After such 
repairement all module tuning procedures must be 
repeated with the exception of the matching. 

2. RF testing of the waveguide system. 
The waveguide system consists of the reference drive 

line, 28 waveguide drive lines (33-40 meters long), 
connecting every module with it's klystron amplifier, 
and 3 reserve waveguides lines (up to 80 meters) 
providing connection the reserve klystrons and the 
modules. Every drive line ha5 two RF windows, 
separating the pressurized drive lines from the 
evacuated linac structure and klystron; a directional 
coupler; an adjustable phase shifter; a haveguide 
switch; a ferrite isolator; the sections of rectangular 
waveguides (220x104 mm); the sections of flexible 
wageguides and the "E"- and "H"-type bends. 

After the installation of the waveguides system the 
tuning of the drive lines and the measurements of their 
parameters were produced. Before tuning the VSWK in 
the input of the drive lines In many iases excedeed the 
required value of 1.5 at the operating frequency. The 
tuning of the drive lines wers produced by pressing the 
waveguides in the certain polpts. After this the VSWF: 
in the drive iines 1s less than I.5 at any position of 
the adjustable phase shifter. 5ettiqq the VSWR in the 
lines rlas prcduced without Iso!ators. Power dissl- 
pation in the drive lines with the fFrr]te Isolators 
doesn't exceed 1,0 dB. 

Hugh power RF testing of the lines here performed 
using a matched dummy load at pulse power up to 4.5 MU, 
pulse length of 140-145 mcsec and freq,lencv CT pL#lse 
repetltlon 1, 10, 50 and 100 [Hz. 

The electlrcal discharges in the drive lines occl;red 
at the pulse power exceeding 3,: NW. The typical 
places of discharges were RF windows, the drossel gaps 
in the phase shifters. The connectlons of the flerltle 
wavegulde section and "E"- and "H"-type bends also 
turned out an electrlcally weal part of the drive 
lines. The following operations were pepformed to 
eliminate the discharges: the waveguide Eection 
connections were thoroughly revised and superqluous 
iridium, used for better electrical contact, were 
removed; the Inner surfaces of the flexible sections 
and the bends were additionally treated; the radiuses 
of curvature in the bends were made greater; the proper 
gaps were setted In the drossel connections and in the 
RF windows. 

After tuning and RF-training the drive line5 operate 
wlthout discharges at nominal power. But during RF 
tralnlng of the modules the discharges in the modules 
cause a power reflection back into the drive lines froa 
the modules. The result is standing wave In the drive 
lines and the level of dlschargzng in the lines lowers 
to 2.0-2.5 MW of pulse power. This is taken into 
account during rf tralnlng of the modules. 

3. RF training of the modules. 
The rf training of th_eSmodu_l;s starts at the requi- 

red vacuum conditions 10 - 10 Pa. The training Is be- 
gan with a low level of pulse power and a low frequency 
of pulse repetition. In the begining of the rf trai- 
ning the absorbed gases intensively go out from the in- 
ner surfaces of the modules. The typical picture 1s 
the worsening of vacilum by approxtmetely ten times at 
pulse power 100 KW and frequency of pulse repetition 10 
8HZ. To avoid the damages of inner surface of mcdule 
by electrical discharges due to bad vacuum the klystron 

amplifier is switch off at vacuum ?S1O-4 Pa lvacuur 
blocking). While the gases are pumped out and the 
vacuum becomes better the pulse power is increased. 

In the pulse power interval ZOO-400 KW the multi- 
pactor !as we consider) discharge occures and the 
vacuum deteriorates. In this case the top of the pulse 
envelope of the RF field in the module has a zlgzag 
shape as shown in Fig.3a. After some training the 
Intensity of discharge decreases , the vacuum becomes 
better and the pulse power may bs gradualy increased. 
It is impossible to pass the interval of multipactor 
discharge by one jump in power because of vacuun 
blockisg. 

Beginning with the pulse power of 1 NW the ?F 
breakdown in vacuum oic?~r. In i socent of breakdown 
the pulses of RF field in module break and become 
shorter from the front side or the back side (Fig.?h), 
the reflected power sharply increases, the vacL,ilm is 
spoiled, the pulse incrzaslng of X-rays is observed, 
the dlscharglng currents if the magnet:c-discharge 
pumps near the place of RF breakdown JTCTE~SE . If 
durln4: RF training the number of RF breakdowns in the 
certain place doesn't decrease, than the module have 
to be reassembled Ior eliriniting the reasons of disc- 
harges. 
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Fig.3. The RF flfld pulse at the moment 
a) multlpactor discharge 
b) electical breakdown 
U - sIgna from detector In the module 

While the operation at nofl~~nal pulse power of Z-2.5 
MW is achieved the frequency of pulse repeatition ls 
increased up to 50 (100) Ulz, the pulse power 1s 
decreased approximately twise and the procedure of RF 
training is repeated. We consider the RF training of 
the module completed when the number of RF brea!downs 
is less than one breakdown per 15 minutes at the 
nominal pulse power with pulse repetition equal to 103 
IHz. The mean time of RF training 1s 40-50 hours. 
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